Admission Criteria

- Valid MAT/JEMAT SCORE
- Graduate in any discipline(10+2+3) from a recognised University.
- Selection is done through separate GD and Personal Interview at the Department

For admission contact the following mentors during 10AM to 6 PM on all working days:-

a) Dr. Debasish Das
   Mob: 7477799279/9434369616
   Email: debasishiot@gmail.com

b) Prof. Dr. I. Bandyopadhyay
   Mob: 9382245608
   Email: ibanerjee2000@gmail.com

c) Dr. Arunangshu Giri
   Mob: 9475433195
   Email: hod.mba.hit2021@gmail.com

d) Dr. Sourabh Bhattacharya
   Mob: 8017547435
   Email: sourabh82@gmail.com

e) M.Bag
   Mob: 7908345546
   Email: hitmb2016@gmail.com